Agenda
LAC Meeting
October 25, 2013

Minutes
Please review the attached minutes (for 6/7 and 9/27). Email your corrections before the meeting on Friday (or bring them to the meeting). Many thanks to Susan for recording the minutes for 9/27!

CCP Forums on Accountability and Higher Education
PCC’s Center for Civic Participation (CCP at PCC) have scheduled their forums on Accountability and Higher Education. This is an excellent opportunity to engage with other PCC faculty on assessment and accountability -- and many thanks to Shirlee Geiger (prior LAC chair) her wonderful work with the CCP and development of this forum.

See the attachment for overview of the three approaches as developed from interviews of PCC faculty.

Please try to attend one of these!

- Sylvania: Monday, October 28, 11-1, TLC
- Cascade: Tuesday, October 29, 3-5, SC 201
- Rock Creek: Oops- it happening right now
- Note: There may be additional forums on this topic later in the year (and the CCP may revise their materials based on the forums happening this quarter). We may find that the conversation develops though the year and with any revisions-- if you can, attend future forums as well.

There is also an attachment to post in any work areas you frequent.

Meeting Reminder
Friday, 10/25/2013
CLIMB
Chat time: 1:15-1:30
Meeting: 1:30-3:30

Optional Pre-Meeting Sharing of Ideas (12:45-1:15)
Per discussion at last LAC Meeting, we decided we would have optional “pre-meeting sharing of ideas.” No one is scheduled to share before this week's meeting at the 12:45-1:15 time slot (Priscilla will be doing the one before our November meeting). If you wish to bring a topic for conversation, please email the members with the topic (and, if desired, ask them to reply to you with their availability).

Tentative Agenda

I. Business/Updates
   i. Introductions and 1 minute sharing of what fun and quick "getting to know you" questions we could ask at the start of meetings)
   
   ii. Approval of minutes (6/7 and 9/27)
   
   iii. Other Items (Card for Bonnie’s family, CCP Forums, CIC, etc.)

II. LAC Discussion
i. Focus of the year
   - LAC Subcommittee Leaders share this year’s focus
   - Members recommit to subcommittee

ii. Discussion (NWCCU Standards and PCC Assessment Reporting --- Overview of New Templates and member discussion/feedback regarding overview and CTE reporting)

III. Celebration

Looking forward to seeing everyone!!!